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DEMYSTIFYING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The Impact of Technological Advancements on Investments 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has had a significant global impact by changing the manner in which enterprises, 

markets and consumers define efficiency and innovation. Financial markets are notorious for high volumes of 

noisy and dynamic data as well as the implementation of highly complex quantitative models, therefore making 

them a suitable area for the application of AI. As such, the development of high computing power, improved 

data-generation and storage capacity, as well as the increased accessibility of affordable computing has 

resulted in the rising adaptation of AI in finance and investments. 

 

Machine learning is a subset of AI where algorithms and statistical models that use data as an input, recognise 

patterns in the input data and make predictions or decisions with minimal human intervention. The learning 

process is enhanced if there is a larger dataset to “learn” from, resulting in robust pattern recognition, 

inferences and results that can be readily generalised. For example, the more shows an individual watches on 

Netflix and generates usage data, the more suitable the recommendations made by the underlying 

recommender system employed by Netflix. Similarly, the more you use your credit card the less the chances 

your purchase will be declined due to fraud detection. Machine learning algorithms are inherently equipped to 

manage the high volumes of data produced in the financial markets. Algorithms such as Recurrent Neural 

Networks can be designed to process large volumes of sequential (time series) data such as the movement of 

stock prices through time. 

 

The full advantage of the application of machine learning in investments is particularly realised in the creation 

of quantitative models that are used to analyse the high volumes of data generated in the markets. Deep 

learning is the specific subset of machine learning that deals with complex/dynamic structures in a manner 

inspired by the workings of neurons within the human brain. Deep learning algorithms analyse data iteratively 

by passing it through multiple layers. The initial layers evaluate simple features of the data and latter layers 

identify the more complex features. Natural Language Processing, a deep learning algorithm, takes simple 

text data collected from tweets, newsfeeds and other media to perform sentiment analysis of market 

developments. This analysis can then be integrated into a larger quantitative model to inform an investment 

decision.  

 

AI is no longer limited for the use of intelligence services and massive corporations like Google and Facebook, 

but it is within our immediate reach. The fourth industrial revolution is driven by big data and high-performance 

computing. There has been an exponential increase in the amount of data generated globally and at the 

average person’s disposal. In fact, according to Forbes, in mid-2018 90% of all the data in the world had been 

generated in the preceding two years. Technological advancements have contributed to this vast proliferation 

of data by introducing new datasets such as the Internet of Things, credit card usage, satellite images and 
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social media posts. The International Data Corporation (IDC) projects that global investment in big data will 

rise to $203 billion in 2020 compared to the $130.1 billion investment realised in 2016.  

 

The technological revolution has led to a transformation of the market microstructure. Open outcry markets 

consisting of human floor traders are a relic of the past in this era of algorithmic and high frequency trading 

(HFT). HFT exploits extremely fast speeds to perform trading based on automated quantitative models. In the 

case of ultra-low latency HFT, the amount of time required to send orders through to their endpoint is measured 

in nanoseconds. This challenges the physical limitations of sending information through time and space. HFT 

combines these fast speeds with the ability of machines to gather vast amounts of data from web scraping, 

financial statements and newsfeeds in order to execute trades with minimal market impact. This has led to 

highly efficient global financial markets with minimal arbitrage opportunities. Although these algorithms are 

efficient and significantly reduce operational costs, they rely heavily on historical data and therefore react to 

unexpected market events slower than the human trader. 

 

These technological advancements are bound to also benefit the quantitative manager who is willing to adapt 

and learn. The most common criticism of quantitative managers in the South African equity markets is the 

presumed lack of the integration of bottom-up fundamental analysis in their investment processes. However, 

technology that can analyse company financial statements in seconds has the potential to change the 

landscape for quantitative managers. Machine learning algorithms have proven to be more efficient, and in 

some cases more accurate, than traditional fundamental stock pickers time and time again. JP Morgan Chase 

& Co has a machine learning programme called Contract Intelligence (COIN) that has reduced document 

analysis that previously took 360,000 hours per year for humans to a task that takes a matter of seconds to 

complete. COIN has also significantly reduced the number of loan-servicing mistakes that were mostly found 

to be human error. This age of high speeds and automation may, on the surface, seem to corrode the 

advantages of fundamental analysts. 

 

However, machine learning has its limitations. There is an array of variables in the financial markets ranging 

from humans who behave in an unpredictable manner to listed companies that engage in undesirable business 

practices. Combined, these factors make the markets irrational, especially in the short-term. Therefore, 

managing portfolios may prove to be a mammoth task for machine learning as some of the multiple moving 

parts of the market can result in idiosyncratic risks that are difficult to model mathematically. After all, receiving 

a frustrating automated phone call after your credit card has falsely declined your purchase is far less 

detrimental than an erroneous million-dollar trade. This volatile nature of the markets justifies the necessity of 

human intervention. Consequently, quantamental funds have gained increased popularity in recent days. They 

leverage the power of quantitative methods (including machine learning) and the expertise of fundamental 

managers. This could be a haven for both the quantitative and fundamental manager in the wake of the 

proliferation of technology into the financial markets. 
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In conclusion, it is our firm belief that all market participants need to embrace these new technologies. The 

investor looking to optimise their returns can seek the advantage of an efficient investment option where the 

underlying model is less susceptible to human error and can exploit high speeds to the investor’s advantage. 

Quantitative managers are advantaged in many cases as they possess the technical skillset to readily adapt 

machine learning techniques to their investment processes. Quantemental funds will continue to gain market 

acceptance as they combine the most favourable attributes of quantitative and fundamental analysis. AI is no 

longer a magical term that is loosely used to describe futuristic technology, but it is today’s reality; something 

to be globally adopted like the use of electricity after the second industrial revolution. At Prescient, we believe 

in the science of evidence-based investing. We see the potential of including these quantitative methods as a 

building block in our overall strategy. 
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